Meyer

This former ALL-AMERICAN high school star from El Reno, who performed brilliantly with the SOONERS at forward last year, promises to play an important part this year in Sooner contests.

Hugh V. McDermott is grooming his team carefully for their second Big Six championship.

Hugh V. McDermott

Noble

You saw Noble play an excellent game at guard last year. You'll find him more experienced and better than ever this year.

SEATS

Write Ben G. Owen early for reservations.

Admission $1.00. Reserved Seats $1.50. Boxes $2.00.

All games begin promptly at 7:30 P. M.

(A giant comfortable basketball court with a seating capacity of 7000 in the University of Oklahoma Field House will shelter the large Sooner crowds.)

"Tigers Lose By Lone Point"

Missouri Lead Of 24-11 At First Half Fades Rapidly Away

By HAROLD KEITH

With Missouri leading 24 to 11 at the half and the great Sooner record of 30 consecutive conference victories in dire peril as a result, Coach Hugh V. McDermott's quintet gave an amazing exhibition of what is known in sport as the fighting heart by rallying savagely to defeat the Tiger Saturday night in the Fieldhouse before a record crowd estimated at 5,300 spectators, by a count of 36 to 35.

Never before in the Fieldhouse has a Sooner team come so far from behind so good a team as Missouri to win a basketball game. So bravely did the Oklahomans go about paring down the big Tiger lead that the spectators stood up thru almost the entire second half, roaring themselves hoarse."

The above account, which appeared in the Oklahoma Daily following that eventful game last year, depicts the feeling of thrill and tense excitement that has been linked with the name of the colorful Oklahoma five during the past two years. That same spirit and color will be present when the Sooner Red-Clad warriors perform on the Field House Court this year.

Again you will roar yourself hoarse; again you will tingle from head to foot at the sound of the ball hissing through the net, and at the sight of the Sooners striving for their second BIG SIX championship honors.

Of course, you want to be there but you had better make your reservations early. Mail checks to Ben G. Owen, director of athletics.

REMEMBER:

Homecoming is February 8

Noble's Day is February 24

HOME SCHEDULE:

January 11—Kansas at Norman
January 18—Iowa State at Norman
February 1—Missouri at Norman
February 8—Nebraska at Norman (Homecoming and Tom Churchill's Day)
February 11—Oklahoma Aggies at Norman
February 24—Kansas Aggies at Norman (Bill Noble's Day)